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It is too late to talk like that now, I replied, you and Salih had
a chance last night to show that you were men. But you
failed me and now everything is in the hands of Zayid. If I
want any help or service I shall henceforth seek it of him.
Salih had wisely kept aloof from me, while 'Ali, thoroughly
disgruntled by the events of the night at the Hawaya camp,
elected to march for the first two days with the baggage. Ibn
Humaiyid was an adequate, if uncommunicative and unin-
spiring, guide for the nonce, and I was glad enough to be quit
of *Ali, who had played me false and was scarcely likely to be
of further practical use to me. I had indeed registered a de-
termination that he and Farraj should not be of the desert
party when we should set out from Naifa. It was pleasent
enough sitting round the fire in the morning chill with coffee
and sweetened milk (from Humaid's mount) to cheer our-
selves withal. A gentle breeze blew from the south-east as we
resumed the march over the undulating upland with occas-
ional transverse ridges, behind which the stars which had
directed our course vanished one by one into the growing
pool of daylight. The sun itself appeared above the horizon
about 6 a.m. and the real day's work had begun with our-
selves only about five miles to the good.
As we passed soon afterwards into Kbillat Hawaya the
country resembled a storm-tossed sea, with the axis of the
sand breakers lying NE. and SW. Here we saw the fairly
fresh tracks and night lodging of a pair of Oryx, and I
observed that there was greater abundance of vegetation,
with the inevitable Abai most in evidence and some Alqa here
and there—a favourite herb of camels and Oryx. Patches of
blue-grey rock varied the monotony of the sands, on which I
found embedded the fragments of an egg of some small bird,
poasibly the Desert Lark, which we saw two or three times
during the day. We saw by their traces that the baggage
people had halted for the dawn prayer only ten miles from
their starting point—a poor result for some five hours march-
ing. But the camels were played out. Today was the
seventh day out from the last serious watering, and prac-
tically nowhere in all thai time had we found sufficient green
food to correct the natural coaseqnenoee of such abstinence.

